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,„;fK thpir regular teacher are intractable with others.

DISCIPLINE.

I have been asked to write a paper on “ The Art of

Maintaining Discipline.” To this heading I would like to add

“ during school hours,” that being the only time of the day I

am able to be with my children, as I have a non-resident post

and go to the class for mornings only. Perhaps some may

say “ It is not during school hours that the question of main-

taining discipline is a difficulty : the children are employed,

and therefore always good.” There is certainly something in

this, but there are difficulties of discipline even in class.

It seems to me there are two important points for the

maintenance of discipline, round which other things centre.

I.—Absolute control of oneself. II.—Tact. By this latter

I mean when to see and when not to do so
; or rather I would

say, one should always see, but not always take nuntc.
P Taking control first. It is needless to repeat here

what we all know so well already—that it is not possible to
maintain discipline if one ever falls to the depths of what is
commonly called “ losing one’s temper.” What more painful
or ridiculous sight can there be than that of a teacher
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Then comes in the question of little tricks of
character-,hose done hoping * ~
e.g. playing with pencils, rulers, &c ., in fact, fidgetting ingeneral. I his, I must admit, is more difficult to deal withhough perhaps not so trying to one’s temper. It is possible!
I think, to enforce a rule that “Except when writing or
reading, no hands are to be seen above the desks.” This also
strikes a blow at “elbows on desks,” a favourite attitude, I

relieve, with many children. For other lessons is it not
possible to have out on the desks only the particular book and
pencil or pen that must be used, so leaving nothing with
which to play.

Here our second point conies in— II. Tact
, or in other

words, alertness with a judiciously blind eye. Some people
do not realise the importance of this, and little trifling faults

or actions are magnified by undue notice, many of which

would die a natural death if left alone. Constant correction

in little things may destroy the force of constraint necessary

for those of importance.

A child is perhaps in a frivolous mood and will not work

quietly. One word should be enough, if not, instead of

repeating, I would quietly take away his book, close it, and

put it down, all the time continuing work with the other

children that no notice be attracted to him. I have known

this to act immediately
;
but the length of time allowed to pass

before the child is permitted to work again must be judged by

circumstances. I have generally found them quiet down at

once.
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With regard to work to be done m a given time. t

answers with some children to follow the rule ‘‘ If this work

is not finished by a certain time it must be left undone, the

opportunity will not return ”
;
but with others I think one

must adopt the opposite plan—“ Until this is finished we shall

do nothing else.” Of course it goes without saying that both

plans must not be used with the same child, or all good is

frustrated. I had a pupil once with whom the first plan

would never have answered ;
she welcomed anything that pre-

vented work being done. She was an only pupil. I remember

once sitting twenty minutes too long over one lesson because

she would not give proper answers to some questions. I ,
of

course, was sure she knew the correct answers, and therefore

insisted. For some time she would say nothing but “ I don’t

know,” or what was entirely wrong and absurd. Seeing that

she was doing this on purpose, I said “ Well, we shall wait
here till you do give me the right answers ”

; and we did.

This may seem an extreme measure, but it would seldom, if

ever, have to be repeated.

Such a case is less likely to occur in a class, but if it

should, it is much more easily dealt with.
In a paper on “ Class Management ” by C. King, Master

o Method at Cheltenham, I read amongst other things the
o owing

. Order is obtained by the mere authority of the
teacher. Discipline is obtained when the influence of the
teacher is such that it induces serious and reasoning efforts at
self-control, thereby forming character.”

tin

much kke t0 hear what others think of this dis-
tinction between Order and Discipline.

W. Kitching.
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The parent or teacher ought to be continually striving
towards perfection—stepping heavenwards, in fact. Where
love is there is no strife. If we surround the children with an
atmosphere of love and good fellowship, an atmosphere
absolutely free of suspicion, sure in heart of their real good-
ness, in spite of apparent failure, we and they cannot go far
wrong.

We might amplify St. Paul’s exposition of love to take in

the common difficulties of every-day life:—Love is not un-

punctual, love is not slack, love does not leave undone things

which ought to be done, love is not untidy. Be sure of this,

that, living as we must in the full glare of child-wisdom,

where we fail is in all probability where our pupils will fail.

If we are not careful to be scrupulously courteous, dis-

courtesy will be the rule of the school-room ;
if unpunctual,

the children will be more so ;
if untidy—oh, crime of crimes

!

will not the children leave their things about ;
if disobedient

to the dictates of conscience, do we expect the children to

obey us ? Example is fifty thousand times more convincing

than precept.

I think that saying of Miss Mason’s—a lesson is not given

unless it is taken—may apply equally well to discourtesy and

actual rudeness. I have so often seen a certain lady who is
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mv ideal of a good mother meet flagrant discourtesy from one

oi olher of her children with a smiling face, ignoring the

rudeness, looking beyond, and the little pause and resultant

blush on the face of the child and clumsy attempt at amend-

ment • and to take the opposite picture, have myself met the

discourtesy with displeasure, taken it in fact, doing more harm

than o-ood. Very great harm is done by talking ; “never

look at a sore place ” is a precept of Christian Science which

all of us would do well to consider. If you know that your

pupil is prone to commit certain offences never speak of them.

When you see rocks ahead is it a wise or expedient thing to

go straight for them ? Is it not the act of a madman ? If you

see faults in your children, do you try to impress them with

their magnitude? Will you not rather find a clear place

among the rapids and steer straight for it, keeping a cool

head ? After all, we have each of us some rocks ahead, and

shall the leader of however small a fleet imperil all aboard for

the sake of a theoretical siren, whose end is destruction ?

There is no evil unless we choose to put it there.

I have found that it is a bad thing to report the children

unless for a very flagrant breach of household law. Settle your
differences in the school-room

; it is the court of petty sessions,
and there ought not to be any need for the high court. It is

generally one s own fault if there must be an appeal. The
mother of the children is also the mother-confessor of the
teacher, and she ought to know everything that goes on,
leaving it with her whether she takes what you tell her as a
report or not. I mean by a report, of course, that the child
needs punishment beyond what you are authorized to inflict.

These are stray thoughts which have come to me during

whhlutwf ^
Penenc

f
in the school-room. I cannot speakth authority, being only a beginner, and not a disciplinarian.

S. Hertzel.
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beauty as a factor in education.
Marjorie Evans.

A thing of beauty is a joy for ever.”

1 'ij

k educated and thoughtful people acknowledge that a
child comes into the world with innate powers, which it is
the parents’ and teachers’ duty to bring out or guide the
word we use, or, perhaps, misuse, is educate. Some powers
are stronger than others, owing to inheritance, and we say a
child has special tendencies for this or that branch of studies,
or speaking of morals, for this or that fault.

A child who is blessed, for it is a blessing, with educated
and artistic parents, is especially favoured, as he is born into

a beautiful environment. When a baby, his eyes wander
round a beautiful and tasteful nursery, simple furniture,

dainty wallpaper, bright tiles in the fire place which catch

and reflect the dancing firelight, and no overflow of untidy

toys and picture books {apropos of our baby literature), surely

the ordinary literature of a child up to the age of seven or

eight years old is rather commonplace; stories of “How
Tommie lost his umbrella,” “ Why Harry had the measles,

“ Alice’s first party,” are surely not highly educative, and the
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bolts' which are given «o her lit* ones by tad, .gnoran,

friends, and her chi
Floras Feast (Waiter

Cr”aneT" Bach”f the North Wind," “ Alice in Wonderland,”
L-rane;, r , , »» f etc But I must not
“ Lucy s Wonderful Globe, etc., ere. D

digress The furniture in the schoolroom should be good but

simple ;
if possible, one really good piece of furniture for the

children to prize and admire, an old oak chest or cupboard,

a beautiful wall paper (which are quite inexpensive at the

present day), and a few good photogravures of great pictures,

such as Watts’ “Hope,” a Botticelli “ Madonna,” “ Sir

Galahad,” Burne Jones’s “Charity,” Rosa Bonheur’s “ Lions.”

It is, I think, a good plan to cover a small piece of the wall

with brown paper, which can be covered with the best

paintings of the week, or any interesting photo, or print in

connection with History and Geography studied at the

time.

So far I have spoken only of “ taste ” as applied to the

decoration of the home. But a child may not be blessed

with artistic parents (let us hope most parents in the

P.N.E.U. are tasteful). It is, however, still possible for the
teacher to cultivate their “ taste powers,” if this is an allow-
able term. I do not believe any child is wholly inartistic.

The mere fact of observing nature, the colour of an evening
sky, the white blossom against the budding trees, the purple
brown earth of early spring, the tinted leaves of autumn, all
these natural sights will help the child to appreciate colour.
We teach small children in the P.R.S. to design with brush
marks or “ blobs.” Do we teachers make restrictions as to
the colours they are to use ? Most colours will harmonise if
they are used in the right proportion or depth, and it is just this
proportion and depth which we must train our pupils to find.
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fairy tales. What pleasure it would give a little girl to haveher own design worked by her mother or nurse on her little
pinafore or frock, the child helping to choose the colouring.
1 do not think we think quite enough of “ dress” as a factor
in education. May I quote what Ruskin wrote about taste
as applied to life generally both in connection with dress and
the love of the beautiful : “Good taste is amoral quality.
Taste is not only a part and an index of morality

; it is the
only morality. The first and last and closest trial question
to any living creature is: ‘What do you like?’ Tell me
what you like and I will tell you what you are.” What
possibilities for the little girl who loves “ my canary and a

run among the wood hyacinths.”

A picture of Titian, or a great statue, or a Turner land-

scape, expresses delight in the perpetual contemplation of a

good and perfect thing.

Speaking of dress, Ruskin says :
“ The best dress is that

which is beautiful in the eyes of noble and wise people.

Pight dress is therefore that which is fit for the state of life and

the work to be done in it, and which is otherwise graceful,

^scorning, lasting, healthful, and easy; on occasions splendid,
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always as beautiful as possible! Right dress is, therefore,

strong, simple, radiantly clear, carefully put on-carefu y

kept. Cheap dress, bought for cheapness sake, and costly

dress, bought for costliness sake, are both abominations.

Right dress is bought for its worth, and at its worth, and

bought only when wanted. Beautiful dress is chiefly beauti-

ful in colour—in harmony of parts and in mode of putting

nn and wearing'.

« Righteousness of mind is in nothing more shown than in

the mode of wearing simple dress. Ornamentation involving

design, such as embroidery, etc., produced solely by industry

of hand, is highly desirable in the dresses of all classes down

to the lowest peasantry.

“Obeying fashion is a great folly and a greater crime

(Ruskin was not a woman), but gradual change in dress

properly accompanies a healthful national development.

“ A woman should earnestly desire to be beautiful, as she

should desire to be intelligent
;
her dress should be as studied

as her words
;
but if the one is worn or the other is spoken in

vanity or insolence
, both are equally criminal.”

I have quoted all this from Ruskin, as perhaps some of us
may not even have read Ruskin s views on dress, and to my
mind they are most interesting. We like our children to see
beautiful things

; as the world is peopled with human beings,
surely it is right for them to help to make it beautiful instead
of marring the effect, as most of them do.
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Books recommended :

Basis of Design, by Walter Crane, 6s. net.

Principles and Practice of Design, by Frank Jackson.

Brush Work and Design, by Starkey.

Line and Form, by Walter Crane.

Brushes for water colour demonstration work may be
obtained from Newman & Co., Soho Square, and stencil

brushes from any oil merchant for 2d. or 3d.

1 here was no discussion after these papers.


